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turn green at the point. where the drivers would otherwise make the
decision to start br-aking.
Let
X
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s, (t.x)

be the location of the stop line,
be the location of the advisory sign (x<JO,
be the time when the traffic signals are due to turn green,
be the current time,
«0) be a braking rate typical of drivers making a late
decision to stop, and
be the unconstrained speed produced by these conditions_

If t is less than 'I, a vehicle which complies with the advised
speed "ill travel a distance Cl-t).s,(t,x) beyond the sign before the
signals turn green. If the signals fail to turn green and the driver
brakes. the vehicle "ill travel a further distance of -s,(t.x)2l2p
before stopping. For safety. the vehicle should !lot have reached the
stop line (Figure 1), hence
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>

rime-distance diagram illustrating the derivation of the
original advisory speed algorithm.

Rearranging and solving yields
s,(t.x)

~

P(l-t) + [P2(I_-tl' - 2P(X-x)]'"

(t<ll

(2)

'This expression is subject to a number of constraints. Speeds
are bounded above. "here one of the possible bounds is the speed limit;
and belOl1. to pr-event too great a speed differential bet"een those
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di:iv"rs who choose to comply with the sign and those who do not.
the lower limit in the case of speeds which would otherwise
it, will result in driver's who comply with the system being
slow or stop at the intersection, reducing their credence in
system. ConsequentlY, the sign displays an "X" or other symbol in
circumstances to indicate that the speed is undefined" Thus

stet,x) < SL

( undefined
I s,ct,x)

SL ~ Stet,x) < Su

l S,

Su

~ St

(3)

Ct,x)

is the upper limit to the advisory speeds,

is the lower limit to the advisory speeds, and
is the speed actually displayed by the advisory sign
Provision is also made for changi ng the green phase for which the
speeds are calculated when a vehicle travelling at the maximum

~d\'isDry

sign will advise cannot reach the intersection before the

S'YI"""~ turn red.

'Ihe performance of the algorithm was evaluated in an on-road
an inst.rumented car equipped with a micro-computer
caiculate the advisory speed on the basis of the vehicle's
Jo,:at:lon and the known cycle timings CTrayford et aL, unpublished
'The experiments involved a single signalized intersection, and
nhllervat:ion suggested that drivers were tending to arrive at the signals
early when very low speeds were advised. This could have been
by a number of different factors, the two leading contenders
that dr'ivers were reluctant to travel at low speeds when the
verllC,les around them were travelling much faster; or that the drivers
were travelling near the mean free speed when advised of an
aPlJJ:Opriiate speed took an appreciable time to slow down to the lower
and consequently arrived too ear'ly. The first possibility is
to be a problem with adv~sory signs positioned beside the
when
drivers Cnot just one) would be advised of a suitable
The second possibilit.y is one for which an algorithmic solution
and is the subject of this paper
The model r'epresented in equation (2) was based on the assumption
the vehicle cruised at a constant speed stCt,x) from the moment it
the advisory sign., However, if the vehicle is travelling faster
the
speed the driver will first slow down, probably at a
rate, before cruising at the advisory speed. The time
down to the advisory speed and the distance covered while
so, will bring the vehicle closer to the stop line than was
as:sun'ea desirable in the derivation of the algorithm. As a consequence
of the vehicle may undertake further braking as he approaches
intersection, possibly even having to stop completely as shown in
2 ..

'The magnitude of the discrepancy produced by assuming a constant
cruising speed can be estimated relatively easily. If the driver is
initially travelling at a and slows down to the advised speed, s,ct,x),
at some rate, a" C<O), his vehicle will take a time, Cs,Ct,x)-a)/a", to
reach the advised speed, during which it will have travelled a distance,
Ct,xl'-a')/2a".. Had the driver been cruising at the advised speed
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Time-distance diagram illustrating the effect of the initial
speed of a vehicle on the time of its arrival at the traffic

signals.
all the time~ he would have taken a time (St(t,x)'-a 2 )/2S·s,(t,x) to
cover this distance. As a consequence, by the time the driver has
slowed to the advised speed, he will be 6T too early on his arrival at
any given point along the road, where A'I is given by

61 " (s, (t,x)'-a' )/28·s, (t,x) - (s, (t,x)-a)/8·
or after some manipulation,
(4)

Ihe nature of the dependence on the advisory an::i initial speeds
of t.he error thus incluced is illustrated in Figure 3, where the time by
which the vehicle arrives too early is plotted against. St(t,x) for
various values of G, From Figure 3 it can be seen t.hat this error is
very large for loY advisory speeds, but drops rapidly as the advisory
speed increases. lhe rate of decline from the initial peak is also

significantly affected by the initial speed of the vehicle. The value
of 8· was held at -1.0 m/s/s in all cases illustrated as its only effect
is to alter the vertical scale, without changing the shape,
THE MODIFIED MODEL
A modification to the original algorithm to overcome this problem is
obtained by supposing that the vehicle is travelling at a speed, a, when
the driver first observes the advisory speed sign.. <It is assumed that
a i~ greater than the advised speed). The driver is unable to reduce
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Figure 4

Time-distance diagram illustrating the derivation of the
modified advisory speed algorithm"

speed to the advisory speed. No attempt was made to calibrate the model
because of a lack of sufficient data"
Because of the two additional parameters involved, fJ'" and er .. the
modified algorithm will require more effort to calibrate than the
original. Further, the time that the vehicle arrives at the traffic
signals is very sensitive to the initial speed of the vehicle, and the
rate at which the driver slows to the advised speed. Both these values
are likely to very substantially between vehicles in a traffic stream
and have 8. corresjXlnding effect on the performance of the algorithm"
Thus, it is worth considering the magnitu:le of the difference in the
respective advisory speeds am which algorithm is more suitable in
particular circumstances"

Reference to Figure 3 shows that when vehicles have to reduce
their speed by less than ~O km/h, the difference between the arrival
times produced by the two algorithms is less than one second" This
represents the difference between an average speed of 43 km/h and one of
45 km/h over 300 metres, probably the limit to Yhich one could expect
drivers to perform on a routine basis in traffic, Thus, the modified
algorithm is likely to be of most use in those situations where the
dri vers may have to reduce their speed by more than 20 km/h if they wish
to comply with the advisory sign. This is most likely to occur when
vehicles travelling at their mean fr~e speed first enter an advisory
speed zone. In the tr'ial described by Trayford et a1. (personal
communication) where the discrepancy with the original algorithm was
noted, the mean free speed of the traffic yas in excess of 70 km/h and
vehic).es were approaching a single intersection"
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Conversely, the modified algorithm will be of lesser use in
.....t:ions where the advisory speed is not likely to be markedly
f$fent from the initial speed, One of the aims of advisory speed
···isto promote the flow of traffic in a 'green wave'. The speeds
16yed are calculated to facilitate the formation of platoons, and to
these platoons along successive li nks wi thi n the green wave. The
provide the driver with the information necessary to select a
{table speed, and operate as a form of feedbeck control by supplying
ti'l:edspeed advice as the vehicle moves down the road. Thus, once
icles have passed the first advisory sign in a coordinated system,
~~vehicles whose drivers comply with the advisory signs should
$~cly be travelling at approximately the correct speed and the
ormation from the signs will be used to adjust speeds rather' than set
ories, Consequently it can reasonably be expected that once within
'l!d~isory speed zone the difference between the initial speed and the
lsory speed will be relatively small and the original algorithm
Old prove satisfact.ory.
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